The colors of Lutron®
Colors and finishes for light control solutions
Any room, space, or place is more functional and efficient when the lighting is enhanced with Lutron controls. In the lobby of a private business, such as the one shown on the cover, lighting is key to creating a relaxing environment. Here, the architectural style of a Vierti dimmer with a black control, brass anodized wallplate and white LEDs complements the colors and atmosphere of this casual, yet tastefully designed space, and adds a striking visual effect.
For decades, designers have been using lighting controls to create dynamic visual environments. Now, you can enrich the elegance of those visual environments with lighting controls in beautiful color palettes and a wide variety of styles. Within these pages explore a sample of room vignettes to show how color and style combine to create a striking impact.

**Following the room vignettes, you will find color and product palettes, as well as wallplate styles to help you choose the product, style, and color that best suits your design needs.**

So coordinate, accent, and blend your lighting controls with your décor—and experience a new way of expressing style and taste.

Experience the colors of Lutron.

---
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Dimmed light creates the perfect setting for a soothing bath, or softens the transition into your morning routine.

Accentuate the warmth of your retreat with the gloss finish of an Abella dimmer and Fassada wallplate in light almond. Their contemporary, innovative design offers a distinctive look.
A quiet dinner with friends calls for soft, subdued lighting. Create a serene atmosphere easily by simply dimming the lights.

Here, a Diva dimmer with a satin finish wallplate in bluestone blends seamlessly into the room. Available in 27 colors, designer-style Diva dimmers, switches, and accessories integrate into any color scheme and any room design.
The kitchen is often the center of family life. Brighten lights at breakfast or for preparing meals. Dim lights to catch up with your family over an evening snack.

Add the perfect finishing touch to your contemporary kitchen with a Maestro dimmer with a stainless steel wallplate. Shown here in midnight, controls are also available in black with a gloss finish.
Wake up slowly to soft, gentle light. Get dressed and ready in a brightly lit room. Watch TV or relax at night with lights dimmed to the perfect levels.

The Stanza dimmer and wallplate in snow, shown here in a satin finish, add to the soothing feel of a room. And the soft locator light makes it easy to find the control in the dark.
In a fine restaurant, the atmosphere changes over the course of a day. Lighting controls ensure that the lighting reflects and accents the appropriate mood.

A Vareo dimmer in black with a bright brass wallplate is more than a lighting control—it is a sophisticated room accessory. For a refined, yet understated look in any high-end setting, choose an architectural control with a metal wallplate.
flexible

Make conference rooms more versatile. Adjust the lighting and shades for activities such as roundtable discussions, single-speaker presentations, and video conferencing with the touch of a button.

The seeTouch QS keypad in gray, with a matte finish, adds a subtle touch. Available in 39 colors and finishes, the seeTouch QS keypad accents any décor.
inviting

A guest’s first impression of a hotel begins with the lobby. The right lighting envoques a warm and welcoming feel, while at the same time accenting art and highlighting architecture.

A Nova T☆ dimmer with a black button and satin brass wallplate makes a statement that no detail goes unnoticed. Embody luxury and taste with an architectural control with a metal wallplate.
Daylight adds a comforting, refreshing quality to any room. Lutron offers roller shades, drapery tracks, and Roman shades to control daylight with quiet precision.

A seeTouch keypad, shown here with black buttons and bright chrome wallplate, makes it simple and convenient to operate window treatments. Sivoia shading systems can seamlessly integrate with Lutron HomeWorks for total light control in a space.
Now that you’ve seen the impact dimming can make in a space and how lighting controls can enhance different materials and décors, here’s a look at our product families’ array of finishes and colors. We have grouped the color offerings into the following finishes – gloss, satin, matte, and metal. For details on keypads, refer to pages 24-26; for details on wallplate aesthetic styles, refer to page 27.

Please note the swatches are representative of color only, not finishes. Due to variations in the printing process color swatches printed may not be exact. When matching colors please request a color sample from Lutron Customer Service at 1.888.LUTRON1.
AuroRa
dimmers
WH, IV, AL, LA only

Aviena
dimmers
WH, IV, AL, LA only

Abella
dimmers
WH, IV, AL, LA, BL only

Ceana
dimmers
WH, IV, AL, LA, BL only

Ariadni
dimmers
fan controls
WH, IV, AL, LA, BR, BL only

Glyder
dimmers
WH, IV, only

Rotary
dimmers
fan controls
WH, IV, only

Fassada Wallplates
wallplates 1-3 openings

traditional style products
gloss finish

designer style products

Maestro
dimmers
switches
fan controls

Maestro IR
dimmers
fan controls

Spacer System
dimmers
switches

Diva
dimmers
switches
fan controls

Lyneo Lx
dimmers
switches
fan controls

Skylark
dimmers
fan controls

Claro Accessories
receptacles/GFCI’s
phone/cable jacks
multi-port frames
wallplates 1-6 openings

designer style systems

HomeWorks
dimmers
switches
fan controls

RadioRA
dimmers
switches

seeTouch Keypads
HomeWorks
RadioRA
GRAFIK systems
Sivoia QED

architectural style systems

GRAFIK Eye
preset lighting control system
gloss finish

**color palette**

- white (WH)
- ivory (IV)
- almond (AL)
- light almond (LA)
- gray (GR)
- brown (BR)

- black (BL)
- stainless steel (SS)

*wallplates only*
satin finish

designer style products

Maestro
dimmers
switches
fan controls

Maestro IR
dimmers
switches
fan controls

Diva
dimmers
switches
fan controls

Lyneo Lx
dimmers
switches

Satin Colors Accessories
receptacles/GFCIs
phone/cable jacks
multi-port frames
wallplates 1-6 openings

designer style systems

HomeWorks
dimmers
switches
fan controls

RadioRA
dimmers
switches

seeTouch Keypads
HomeWorks
RadioRA
GRAFIK systems
Sivoia QED

architectural style systems

Stanza
RF lighting
control system
MR, TP, ES, BI,
SW, MN, SI only

Stanza keypad
RF lighting
control system
MR, TP, ES, BI,
SW, MN, SI only

seeTouch QS
preset lighting
and shade
control system

GRAFIK Eye QS
preset lighting
and shade
control system

GRAFIK Eye
preset lighting control system
satin finish

color palette

- hot (HT)
- merlot (MR)
- plum (PL)
- turquoise (TQ)
- sea glass (SG)
- taupe (TP)
- eggshell (ES)
- biscuit (BI)
- snow (SW)
- palladium (PD)
- midnight (MN)
- sienna (SI)
- terracotta (TC)
- greenbriar (GB)
- bluestone (BG)
- mocha stone (MS)
- goldstone (GS)
- desert stone (DS)
- stone (ST)
- limestone (LS)
- stainless steel (SS)

wallplates only
architectural style products

- Vierti dimmers switches
  - LED colors: blue, green, white

- Nova T dimmers switches
  - Fan controls
  - AC shading systems

- Nova dimmers switches
  - Matte finishes only

- Vareo dimmers switches
  - HomeWorks
  - GRAFIK systems

- Accessories
  - Receptacles/GFCIs
  - Phone/cable jacks
  - Multi-port frames

- Matte finishes only

architectural style systems

- Vareo dimmers switches
  - HomeWorks
  - GRAFIK systems

- seetouch Keypads
  - HomeWorks
  - GRAFIK systems
  - Sivoia QED
  - Sivoia QS

- Stanza
  - RF lighting control system
  - Metal - SB, SN only

- Stanza keypad
  - RF lighting control system
  - Metal - SB, SN only

- seeTouch QS
  - Preset lighting and shade control system
  - Matte - WH, BE, IV, AL, LA, GR, BR, BL only
  - Metal - Standard, anodized, special

- GRAFIK Eye QS
  - Preset lighting and shade control system
  - Matte - WH, BE, IV, AL, LA, GR, BR, BL only
  - Metal - Standard, anodized, special

- GRAFIK Eye
  - Preset lighting control system
matte finish

color palette

- white (WH)
- beige (BE)
- ivory (IV)
- almond (AL)
- light almond (LA)
- gray (GR)
- taupe (TP)
- sienna (SI)
- brown (BR)
- black (BL)

Custom color matching available
Call Lutron customer service at 1-888-LUTRON1

metal finish

standard finish color palette

- satin brass (SB)
- bright brass (BB)
- bright chrome (BC)
- clear anodized (CLA)
- black anodized (BLA)
- brass anodized (BRA)

special metal finish color palette

- antique brass (QB)
- antique bronze (QZ)
- satin chrome (SC)
- satin nickel (SN)
- bright nickel (BN)
designer style | seeTouch keypads

**gloss finish**

- white (WH) white buttons
- ivory (IV) lt. ivory buttons
- almond (AL) lt. almond buttons
- light almond (LA) lt. almond buttons
- gray (GR) lt. gray buttons
- brown (BR) lt. brown buttons
- black (BL) lt. black buttons

**Available for**
- HomeWorks
- RadioRA
- GRAFIK systems
- Sivoia QED

**satin finish**

- hot (HT) taupe buttons
- merlot (MR) taupe buttons
- plum (PL) taupe buttons
- turquoise (TQ) gray buttons
- sea glass (SG) gray buttons
- taupe (TP) taupe buttons
- eggshell (ES) eggshell buttons
- biscuit (BI) biscuit buttons
- snow (SW) white buttons
- palladium (PD) gray buttons
- midnight (MN) midnight buttons
- sienna (SI) brown buttons
- terracotta (TC) taupe buttons
- greenbriar (GB) taupe buttons
- bluestone (BG) gray buttons
- mocha stone (MS) taupe buttons
- goldstone (GS) ivory buttons
- desert stone (DS) taupe buttons
- stone (ST) gray buttons
- limestone (LS) gray buttons

- palladium (PD) gray buttons
Available for HomeWorks GRAFIK systems Sivoia QED Sivoia QS

Insert-style keypads with metal finishes have a black insert

Available for HomeWorks GRAFIK systems Sivoia QED Sivoia QED
other keypads

Architectural style
matte - WH, BE, IV, GR, BR, BL only
metal - special, BLA only

Architrave style
matte - WH, BE, IV, GR, BR, BL only

European style (GRX)
matte - WH, BL only
metal – standard, anodized, special

International seeTouch and seeTouch QS keypads
satin - MN, SW
metal – standard, anodized, special

Slim-button wallstations
matte - WH, BE, IV, GR, BR, BL only

Large-button wallstations
matte - WH, BE, IV, GR, BR, BL only
metal - special, anodized

Signature series
metal - SB, BB, BC, SC, SN

seeTouch Tabletop Keypad
satin - MN, SW
metal – standard, anodized, special

Tabletop keypads
satin - MN, SW
metal – standard, anodized, special

international products

Rania IR dimmers

Rania IR dual dimmers

Rania dimmers HomeWorks

Rania dual dimmers

Lyneo dimmers

Lyneo dual dimmers

Solina lamp dimmer HomeWorks

for international color availability see www.lutron.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lutron aesthetic styles</th>
<th>features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>designer style</td>
<td>Screwless wallplates available with gloss and satin finishes. Rounded corners, rounded edges. All products use standard designer opening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traditional style</td>
<td>Screwless wallplates available with gloss finish. Rounded corners, beveled edges. All products use standard traditional opening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>architectural style</td>
<td>Screwless wallplates available with matte and metal finishes. Square corners, beveled edges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sivoia QED | shading solutions

roller shades

Sivoia QED roller shades offer:
• ultra-quiet operation
• uniform precision movement of multiple shades
• minimal, symmetrical light gaps
• convenient one-touch control from elegant keypads and intuitive handheld remotes

The system can seamlessly integrate with Lutron lighting controls to provide control of all the light in any space, or with other systems such as security or climate control to maximize the efficiency and versatility of any room or building.

drapery track system

In addition to roller shades, the Sivoia QED line also includes drapery track systems for pinch-pleat and ripple fold drapery panels.

The Sivoia QED track system offers:
• all of the quiet, precise control of the Sivoia QED family
• left-, right-, and center-draw drapery
• single or dual drapery tracks available
• straight and custom-curved tracks
• manual open feature and splicing option also available

Roman shades

Sivoia QED designer Roman shades offer:
• the same elegant movement and precise control as Sivoia QED roller shades
• the elegance of decorative pleats and flat or soft folds

Choose from a broad selection of natural woven woods and exclusive designer fabrics that have been selected to complement the Lutron Satin Colors® line of dimmers and lighting controls.

Pleat style options

Cameron | DuBois | West End | York
SheerShade

Fabrics feature open weaves, so sunlight is filtered while preserving the view. SheerShade fabrics are measured by “openness factor,” which describes the ratio of open space to fabric yarn in a weave.

SheerShade Designer fabrics provide more decorative weave options, such as jacquards that resemble natural woven fabrics.

dim out

These fabrics permit some light, but are not open weaves, so the view is limited to shapes and shadows.

blackout

These fabrics prevent all light from passing through the material. Blackout fabrics are often combined with special side channels, top treatments, and other system components to ensure a complete light seal.

To order a fabric selection binder, register at:

[www.lutron.com/binders](http://www.lutron.com/binders)
### ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS STATEMENT

Lutron Electronics saved the following resources by using Diamond Gloss Cover and Diamond Gloss Text (FSC), manufactured with 10% recycled content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Trees</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Solid Waste</th>
<th>Greenhouse Gases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully Grown Trees</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9,477</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1,568</td>
<td>2,891 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Environmental impact estimates were made using the Environmental Defense Paper Calculator. For more information visit [http://www.papercalculator.org](http://www.papercalculator.org).

---

**Mixed Sources**

Product group from well-managed forests, controlled sources and recycled wood or fiber

[www.fsc.org](http://www.fsc.org) | Cert no. SGS-COC-003428
© 1996 Forest Stewardship Council

---

**Lutron**

www.lutron.com

Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299

Technical Support Center 1.800.523.9466
Customer Service 1.888.LUTRON1
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